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MUSING OVER THE TOTALITARIAN MINDSET 

 

Long ago, Mendl gave up on debating with people who are not essentially sane.  

These “not-essentially-sane” people belong to every segment of the IQ measure, 

every political conviction, religious affiliation, dedication to cultural trends, 

affiliation with do-good organizations, etc., etc.  Mendl was not going to provide an 

academic treatise re: “Definition of ‘not-so-sane-people.’” 

 

As an alternative, it is much easier to provide reasonably good examples that will 

shine light on these hombres.  It was also fun doing it. 

 

He started with easy and obvious examples. 

 

1. The Professor and the Frog Experiment 

 

Pick a name (Polish, Italian, Norwegian, etc.  Call him, say: “Professor X”) 

 

Professor X and his assistant (Kazimir Giovani) conducted a frog 

experiment.  On a table is a live four-legged frog.  Professor X holds the frog 

down.  He commands: “Jump, frog, jump” releasing his hold on the frog.  

The frog jumps.  Professor X captures the frog.  He examines the frog and 

commands Giovani, “Write down, frog with four legs jumped four inches.”  

He verifies the truth of his four-inch jump assertion.  He cuts off one of the 

frog’s legs.  He now releases his hold on the frog and commands: “Jump, 

frog, jump.”  He grabs the frog, examines him, verifies the jump distance and 

commands Giovani, “Write down, frog with three legs jump three inches.” 
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The Professor cuts off another of the frog’s legs.  The Professor orders the 

frog to jump and commands Giovani to note that frog with two legs jump two 

inches.  He finally cuts off the fourth and last leg of the frog.  Upon the 

command to jump, THE FROG DOES NOT JUMP.  Professor X repeats the 

command and the frog is not jumping.  Professor X declares: Giovani, write 

down, “FROG WITH NO LEGS IS DEAF.” 

 

2. The Professor Who Became Frustrated 

 

Way back in the 1960’s, even a “distinguished Professor” could not get all 

the computer time he needed to solve a physics problem.  He could have 

asked the head of the computer center to allocate a nerd to have the 

programming and running done – he would have been well accommodated 

– but his experience indicated that if he programmed himself and get ample 

running time on New Year’s Eve, he would get his answer quicker than go 

through explaining to the nerd and checking results.   

 

At the same New Year’s Eve, a research assistant was scheduled computer 

time for 7 – 9 pm.  At 8:45, the distinguished Professor was still attempting 

to run his error riddled program.  Since he wanted to free up the machine for 

the research assistant, the professor asked whether he could make some 

correction and then run again.  The research assistant knew better than to 

refuse.  After several attempts at correcting the errors, not getting results, he 
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solemnly promised that he’ll take a couple minutes break, correct an error 

and run – and, no matter of the outcome, he will leave the machine.  It was 

now 9:15.   

 

 

As he left, the young man, who so eagerly and patiently waited to get his 

turn, looked at the Professor’s program, located the silly little error and 

inserted some comments in the program and left to hide. 

 

 

The distinguished Professor came, prematurely pressed the start button, the 

printer (those were big in those days …) hummed and a message was 

generated: “You dummy, do you think I will let you run 13 times without 

correcting your stupid mistake?” – The Professor, WHITE AS A 

LAUNDERED BEDSHEET, LOOKED AROUND TO SEE IF ANYONE WAS 

WATCHING.  SEEING NO ONE, HE KICKED THE MACHINE WITH 

GUSTO, CURSED IN RUSSIAN AND STORMED OUT. 
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3. “Malta Yok” – Malta does not exist (in Turkish) 

 

The sultan became aware that a revolt occurred in the Island of Malta.  He 

called in the supreme military commander, a naval officer, and commanded 

him to get to Malta, quell the revolt and punish the guilty.   

 

The Mediterranean can be an angry sea in the winter.  The Turkish fleet, 

subjected to the anger of the sea, lost its bearings and was forced back to 

port without accomplishing the mission.  When the sultan asked the 

commander about the Malta revolt, the commander answered, without 

flinching or hesitation: “Malta Yok.”  Malta does not exist.  (Years later, the 

same result occurred for the entire Ottoman Empire.) 

 

One need not pontificate too much in analyzing the three very simple 

examples. 

 

• THE FROG COULD NOT JUMP NOT BECAUSE OF DEAFNESS – IT 

WAS SIMPLY BECAUSE HE HAD NO LEGS.  Imagine the experiment 

being presented in a peer review magazine … 

 

• The “distinguished Professor” kicked an inanimate contraption of mostly 

metal, plastics, glass, some copper and an electrical connection.  He 

knew full well THAT THE COMPUTER COULD NOT POSSIBLY 

GENERATE THE INSULTING MESSAGE WITHOUT HUMAN 

INTERVENTION (IN THE 1960’S …) 

 

By the way, he was angry at the wrong object of his wrath … 
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• Malta is known to exist – well within the knowledge base accessible to the 

sultan and the military commander.  BOTH HAVE ACCEPTED THE 

OBVIOUSLY FRAUDULANT ASSERTION KNOWING THAT IT WAS 

FALSE. 

 

This type of assertion has been used in all diplomatic circles; some have 

learned the art of OBFUSCATION PRACTICED BY ALL – BAR NONE – 

MAJOR INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTIONS.   

 

4. The World’s Longest Bridge 

Having been born in Poland, Mendl permitted himself to tell “Polish fools” 

and “Chelm fools’” stories.  He particularly liked the story of the longest 

bridge. 

 

The Polish Premier was one day very upset about the bad reputation of 

Poles’ smarts.  He called in all the BRAINIACS in the country and made a 

rousing case for them to exhibit Polish brainiacs’ ability to do something 

spectacular to kill the bad reputation.  After lengthy deliberations, the 

brainiacs claimed to have settled on a major breakthrough technological 

project.  The Premier didn’t even ask what it was, allocated the budget and 

sent the brainiacs to execute.   

 

A year later, they returned – all jubilant – and said how happy they were to 

do it all in one year.  He then asked what they accomplished.  The brainiac-

in-chief told the Premier that they built the world’s longest bridge.  When the 

Premier asked where did they locate this wonderful bridge, they answered: 

“IN THE SAHARA DESERT!!!” 
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The Premier, white as a sheet, was seething with anger.  “What have you 

done, you idiots?  The whole world will laugh at us more than ever in the 

past.  Go back fast and destroy it.” 

 

The brainiacs left in a hurry.  They came three days later.  The Premier 

wanted to know whether they successfully destroyed the monstrosity.  “We 

couldn’t,” said the brainiac-in-chief.  “Why couldn’t you, idiots?” said the 

Premier.  “BECAUSE THE ENTIRE U.N. GENERAL ASSEMBLY, 

DELEGATES AND STAFF, STOOD ON THE BRIDGE, FISHING!” 

 

The brainiac-in-chief had the last word in this incident: “The people on the 

bridge were “Virtually Fishing.”  They wanted to experience the time – soon 

coming – when overfishing will so reduce these sea dwellers – that only 

memories will remain and this bridge will be the monument.” 

 

One could say that this event had two, not one, “less than sane” groups.  

The overeducated brainiacs who’d place a bridge in the desert and the U.N. 

staff and delegates who are so “woke” that they are beyond being, ever, 

useful to solve any problem. 

 

• The Premier vomited, left quietly and went to the nearest church to pray. 
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Still keeping Poland on his mind, he told the next “less-than-sane” characters’ 

story. 

 

5. Warsaw Math Competition 

 

In a recent math competition for ages 10 to 12 in Warsaw, a 2000-people 

crowd assembled at a large concert hall to witness ten youngsters battle it 

out.  Finally, there were two competitors left, Voytek and Yanush.  Voytek 

just missed the last question to him.  The moderator turns to Yanush and 

tells him, “If you answer correctly, you will be the Polish champion.  How 

much is 4 + 3?” 

 

There is a hush in the auditorium.  One could hear a needle drop.  Yanush 

thinks, uses his fingers, sweats profusely, turns to the moderator and says, 

“4 + 3 is 7.”  The moderator repeats the answer, turns to the five judges who 

sit near him.  The judges consult among themselves and just before the 

chief judge announces whether the answer “7” is correct, THE CROWD 

LOST ITS PATIENCE AND BEGINS TO CHANT: “GIVE HIM ANOTHER 

CHANCE” REPEATEDLY. 

 

This story has three “not-so-sane” parties – the moderator who is afraid (or 

loathes the risk involved in providing the judgement),  
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the judges who needed a consultation session on the “very complex 

problem” and the crowd who provided the guidance to the judges to solve 

the math problem via providing Yanush with another chance. 

 

So far, Mendl provided examples of his “not-so-sane” people involving 

Professors (men of science), computers who – “on their own” – tell humans 

unexpected things with disrespect, sultans who do not know that Malta 

exists, military leaders – who know that Malta exists – but who knowingly 

deny Malta’s existence with no consequences, brainiacs who build bridges 

and place them only where aspirational wokes would like the “monument to 

virtual fishing” forever point to a past no more there.  And then Mendl 

remembered one more “not so sane” story.  This one, he assured all who 

listened, gets the medal. 

 

6. The Man Who Avoided Sitting Down 

 

Two old friends meet in Central Park, New York City in the morning.  They 

haven’t seen each other for a few years.  They seem happy to finally meet.  

Being successful, they both led a productive life, had nice families, very 

involved in the cultural life of New York – no fake wokes they.  They walk 

around the Park and reminisce for hours.  One of them turns to the other 

and suggests to sit down on a nearby bench. 
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A pained look accompanies the answer: “I can’t sit down, MY DERRIER IS 

MADE OF GLASS AND WILL SHATTER.”  Severe disbelief accompanies 

the question: “Did I hear you correctly?  Your ass will shatter if you sat 

down?”  “Yes, you heard right.  I’m sorry.”  A silent moment preceded their 

immediate disassociation. 

 

“Well,” said Mendl.  “You may want to disrespect any man who even thinks 

to tell this insane story.  But, BEFORE YOU FEEL VIRTUOUS, THINK OF 

HOW MANY SERVINGS OF ‘KOOL AID’ YOU HAVE SWALLOWED AND 

DIDN’T WALK AWAY.” 

 

“You may not know the Russian song, but hundreds of millions of people 

drank that Kool Aid.  “I know of no other country where a man can breathe 

so freely…” they sang.   

 

He remembered Senator Harry Reid, the Majority Leader in the U.S. Senate 

during the 2012 Campaign CATEGORICALLY STATED THAT ROMNEY 

PAID NO TAXES.  “A friend told me,” he said.  When confronted, he served 

another winning line, “We won, didn’t we?” 
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Although Mendl liked the several examples of “not-so-sane-people,” he was 

not satisfied that this class of people has been adequately represented.  

Mendl was asked why he was so eager to get a near perfect understanding 

of a whole array of different people he dubbed the “not-so-sane-people.”  He 

was bluntly asked by his brain trust at KDI what holy grail is he chasing now.  

IT SUDDENLY DAWNED ON MENDL, with clarity.  Mendl focused in each 

of his examples so far on some poor schlemiels who did one thing wrong.  

He quickly deduced that he has to go after people with 

authoritarian/totalitarian mindsets that seek doing multiple wrongs and evil 

things that people like Mendl loath.  In near-theological level belief (almost in 

a trance), they believe that their win will commence soon and that it is 

inevitable and thus, they can drop all scruples.  

 

“The hell with schlemiels, shlimazels, schmendriks, schnooks and shnorers 

who are one-time, one-issue sinners.  We have to go after the Totalitarians 

who combine all they live for, all they think, do, all they hate – dropping all 

scruples, cultural inhibitors and casualties and cost consideration in the 

service of their cause. 

 

“It was liberating to realize,” said Mendl to himself, “that the bad guys and us 

are out for a total war.  The bad guys have a temporary advantage.  Our 

side has never been well organized, the Revolutionaries have had centuries 

of preparation and incredibly capable tactical leaders.  In the long run, 

however, they are doomed.” 
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Every authoritarian/totalitarian/Socialist/Communist cult-led regime 

collectively dubbed as the extreme “Left” has lost for one and only one 

fundamental reason: the fractured nature of a movement that demands total 

disciplined adherence to humongous aspirational goals, devours its people 

in endless doctrinaire casualties-laden wars (much bloodier than Harvard’s 

faculty meetings …).   

 

“It is a liberating thought,” Mendl murmured and went to work to support his 

convictions. 

 


